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The Geometry of Otto Selz's Natural

Space

Klaus Robering

Following ideas elaborated by Ewald Hering (1920) in his celebrated anal-
ysis of color, the psychologist and gestalt theorist Otto Selz developed in the
1930s a theory of �natural space�, i.e., space as it is conceived by us. Selz's
thesis is that the geometric laws of natural space describe how the points of
this space are related to each other by directions which are ordered in the
same way as the points on a sphere. At the end of one of his articles, Selz
(1930a, p. 358�) tries to derive within his framework two of Hilbert's axioms
for Euclidean geometry. Such derivations (if successful) would, according to
Selz, disclose the psychological origin and meaning of the geometric axioms
and would thus contribute to a clari�cation of their epistemological status.
In the present article Selz's theory is explained and analyzed, his basic prin-
ciples are amended, and implicit assumptions are made explicit. It is shown
that the resulting system is one of ordered a�ne geometry in which all of
Hilbert's axioms except the axioms of congruence and those of continuity are
derivable. The primary aim of the present paper is to make explicit the ba-
sic principles behind Selz's geometry of natural space. The question of the
logical independence of these principle is not investigated.

1 Introduction

At the beginning of the 1930s Otto Selz argued in a series of four articles that both the
descriptive psychological analysis of spatial experiences and their physiological explana-
tion have to be based on a prior phenomenological analysis, cf. Selz (1929, 1930a,b,c).1

Here �phenomenology� has to be understood in the sense of Stumpf (1906, p. 26�32) as
a foundational discipline concerned with the analysis of phenomena (�Erscheinungen�)
as such (�als solcher�).2 For Selz, the basic elements of spatial experience are point-like
�local qualities� (�Ortsqualitäten�) which�as all perceptual qualities (such as, for in-
stance, color or temperature)�may di�er from each other either in �tone� or �strength�.
Examples of local tones are Left, Right, Top, Top-Left, Top-Right-Front, etc.
Of two qualities which agree in tone by being, e.g., both Left, one may exceed the
other in strength by being more to the Left than the second. The manifold of all local
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qualities makes up a three-dimensional continuum which Selz calls the �natural� (1930a,
p. 357) or �phenomenal� (1941a, p. 182) space. It di�ers from both the space of physics
and visual space (�Sehraum�).3 That natural space is phenomenal does not mean that
it is the �hollow form� (�Hohlgestalt�) containing the �things as seen� (�Sehdinge�)4 but
that it is the space conforming to the �structural laws� (cf. p. 6 below for the origin of
this term) which govern the spatial concepts revealed in sense experience and which are
found by an analysis of these concepts. Thus natural, phenomenal space is the intellectu-
ally constructed system (�gedanklich konstruierte System�, Selz 1930b, p. 2) of the local
qualities; cf. also Stumpf (1906, p. 76f).
The present article provides a description (sec. 2) and a formal reconstruction (sec.

3) of Selz's account of natural space. Finally it will be shown (sec. 4) that all axioms
of Hilbert's system of Euclidean geometry are derivable in the formal reconstruction
suggested except the axioms of congruence and those of continuity.

2 Selz's Theory of Natural Space

In the present section �rst an informal survey of Selz's theory of natural space will be
given. The second subsection then contains some background information about the
basic psychological and philosophical assumptions underlying Selz's theory.

2.1 Selz's Description of Natural Space

The tones of the local qualities of natural space are ordered by a family of cyclic order
relations in a way which generalizes ideas developed by the psychologist Ewald Hering
(1920) in his celebrated analysis of color phenomena. Adopting Hering's scheme for colors
to the case of natural space, Selz (1930a, p. 351) assumes three pairs of pure local tones:
Left�Right, Top�Bottom, and Front�Back. All other tones are mixtures of these
pure tones. The two items of a pair of pure tones are opposite (�antagonistisch�, Selz
1930a, p. 351) to each other. Two such pairs�e.g., Left�Right and Front�Back
give rise to a cyclic order in which the items of one of the pairs are separated from each
other by the items of the second pair. A travel from one item of a pair to its opposite
counterpart will pass through a separating item from the other pair. Thus travelling,
e.g., from Left to Right via Front, one touches a series of intermediate local tones
with a decreasing Left component and an increasing share of Front until the pure
tone Front is reached. From this point onward the Front component decreases while
the tones approach pure Right. From this local tone one returns to Left via the
intermediate pure tone Back. Besides two-component intermediate tones there are also
tones as, for instance, Front-Right-Top (�vornrechtsoben�, cf. Selz 1930a, p. 351). The
local tones are arranged in a �spherical� order (Selz, 1930c, p. 538) in which the special
cyclic orders determined by the three possible combinations of two pairs of antagonistic
tones are just three special great circles; cf. Fig. 1-(a). Selz (1930a) does not consider
great circles other than the three distinguished one displayed in cf. Fig. 1. However,
circular travels which start from a particular local tone and proceed in a certain �xed
direction may also start from such mixed tones as Front-Right-Top. In most cases two
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Figure 1: (a) Selz's sphere of local tones. The sphere has been placed in such a way
that the reader looks into the Back�Front direction so that the distinction
between Left and Right matches the way in which this distinction is drawn
from her/his perspective. � (b) The cyclic order of directions of a great circle
of the sphere. Direction s is between r and t, but t does not lie between s and
r nor does r lie between t and s since the arcs Ňstr and Ňtrs exceed π.

local tones will �x a unique travel of this sort: one starts from the �rst one in the direction
of the second one and proceeds beyond it in the same direction until one returns to the
start tone. There are, however, also such special cases as that of, for instance, Left and
Right. Starting from Left in any �xed direction, one will always reach Right and,
keeping the direction chosen, return to Left. Exactly this multiplicity of connecting
great circles distinguishes pairs of opposite local tones from pairs of non-opposite ones;
the latter uniquely determine only a single great circle.
The spherical order of local tones may be described as the system of directions in space

as seen from the viewpoint of an observer located at the center of the sphere and looking
straight into the Front-direction. Natural space then reminds of the egocentric reference
frames investigated in research on spatial cognition. A reference frame is �a means of
representing the locations of entities in space,� Klatzky (1991, p. 1). Egocentric frames
locate objects by relating them to a centered ego in a way which makes essential use of
the axes �xing the ego's own orientation; cf. Klatzky (1991, p. 4f). In the case of natural
space these are the medio-lateral axis (Left�Right), the sagittal axis (Back�Front),
and the longitudinal axis (Bottom�Top) of the human body. In an allocentric frame
objectively �xed axes of reference are used which do not depend on the bodily orientation
of the observer; cf. Klatzky (1991, p. 3).
Localization and frames of reference are topics which have been of interest for psychol-

ogists for a long time and are also brie�y discussed by Selz (1930c, p. 531f). Interpreting
this passage, however, is di�cult for at least two reasons. At �rst Selz deals in it with the
localization of the �things as seen� (�Sehdinge�) within visual space (�Sehraum�), which
he later (1941a, p. 182) distinguishes from natural space. Thus it is not clear whether
his remarks in the 1930 article also apply to natural space. Secondly, the terms (such
as �egozentrische Lokalisation�) used by Selz have to be understood in the context of the
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discussion at the time of his writing and it is a delicate matter to decide to what extent
they coincide in meaning with their modern counterparts.5 The issue which Selz raises
in his discussion concerns the status of his local tones. He (1930c, p. 531) emphasizes
that Left and Right are not relational concepts connecting the ego with certain regions
in space but rather �absolute data� (�absolute Gegebenheiten�) like the colors Red and
Green. Only because the sensory neuroscience of his times lacked an adequate descpri-
tive psychological account of the spatial phenoma, it equated �absolute localization� in
space with relative localization with respect to the body and used for the latter the term
�egocentric localization� (due to the psychologist Georg Elias Müller).
Granting�as Selz (1930c, p. 531c) does� the local tones the status of �`absolute'

sense data� does however not deprive natural space of its egocentric character. Even Selz
himself seems to admit this when he says (ibid) that relative localization builds upon
those absolute data. Now Selz (1930a, p. 355�362), despite of the egocentric structure of
his natural space, also uses allocentric modes of localization when he in the second part of
his article compares his geometry of natural space to standard Euclidean geometry. An
obvious change of terminology takes place there: whereas in the �rst part of his article
Selz speaks of spatial qualities, their tones, and their strength, he deals with points and
directions in the second. Point seems to be just a synonym of the former local quality, an
expression which is more apt in the context of geometric� rather than phenomenologi-
cal�considerations. Directions are �phenomena of increase� (�Steigerungsphänomene�,
Selz 1930a, p. 356); by this Selz means that, e.g., something can be more to the Right
than something else. Selz explains (ibid.) that there are as many directions as there are
local tones which can be increased and he uses the same names for both tones and direc-
tions. Like tones directions, too, have opposites (�Gegenrichtungen�, ibid.) and display
the same spherical order as local tones; cf. Selz (1930a, p. 357).
However, directions�unlike local tones�are clearly allocentric since Selz (1930a, p.

256�) ascribes directions to points relative to arbitrary reference points: �A point A of
the continuum of loci [. . . ] has a certain direction to another point B; e.g., left of B,
in front of B [. . . ].�6 Obviously, B is used here as the point of reference and the mode
of localization is allocentric unless, of course, the ego happens to be at B. This does
not necessarily con�ict with the egocentric organization of natural space since allocentric
location could be determined from egocentric data; cf. Klatzky (1991, p. 14�). Let O be
the position of the observer (the center of the sphere of local tones) and A and B local
qualities with the respective tones tA and tB; cf. Fig. 2. What could be the allocentric
direction

ÝÝÑ
AB from A to B? The most plausible answer would be that it is the tone which

B would assume if the observer moved to A.7 Being at O, however, the observer identi�es
this direction with the egocentric tone s which is �parallel� to

ÝÝÑ
AB. Obviously, such a

�xation of allocentric directions presupposes the notion of parallelism in the sense of
identity of direction and it rests upon the assumption that the observer will be presented
with the same local tones at any position which (s)he may reach. In the formal system
presented in sec. 3 below this assumption corresponds to Th. 13.1 which leads up to �one
half� of the Axiom of Parallels; cf. Th. 19.8 Making use of the relation of relative position,
Selz (1930a, p. 357) de�nes a line of natural space as the continuous series of all points
that lie from one given point, which also belongs to the line, either in a certain direction
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Figure 2: Local tones and directions. Egocentric local tones are represented by arrows
with solid shafts, allocentric directions by arrows whose shafts are dashed and
dotted. The sphere of tones is indicated by the dotted circle. The direction
from A to B may be identi�ed with the tone �parallel� to that direction and
pointing into that half of the plane OAB which is on the same side of the axis
determined by tA and its opposite t̄A as B.

r or in the direction r̄ opposite to r. This explanation of lines obviously presupposes
that the notion of opposition does not apply to the cardinal directions (Left, Right,
etc.) only but to all directions whatsoever. A plane is de�ned by Selz as the continuum
of all points which lie from one given point, also belongs to the plane, in a direction from
a great circle determined by two non-opposite cardinal directions (�Grundrichtungen�);
Selz (1930a, p. 357). However, this cannot be what Selz really means for else there
would only be three planes in natural space. Thus for instance, there would be no plane
containing some given point A and all the points with a direction from A which belong
to the great circle determined by the directions Front and Front-Right-Top (FRT),
cf. Fig. 1). Deviating from the wording of Selz's de�nition, we assume therefore that
a plane is determined by a reference point and two arbitrary non-opposing directions
from the sphere of all directions (thus not necessarily cardinal ones) or alternatively (and
equivalently) by a point plus a great circle of directions. The plane contains together
with its reference point all points which lie from it in any direction of the great circle.
Selz (1930c, p. 362) claims that the thus de�ned planes and lines ful�ll the axioms of
Euclidean geometry.

2.2 The Background of Selz's Theory of Natural Space

Selz's endeavor with space is just a part� though a central one�of his e�orts for a
more adequate version of gestalt psychology. According to him (1941a, p. 175) gestalt
psychology as it has been developed by various schools in the early 20th century is a
causal-genetic approach aiming at an explanation of the emergence of �the phenome-
nal world and its wholes�. But its physiological-dynamical approach cannot explain the
structure of these wholes since it does not ask for the phenomenological laws of their
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constitution (�phänomenologische Aufbaugesetze�, ibid.). Selz's synthetic psychology of
wholes (�synthetische Ganzheitspsychologie�, ibid., p. 176) delivers such explanation by
describing how elementary qualities are combined by phenomenal modes of combination
(�phänomenale Verbindungsweisen�, ibid., p. 177). These modes of combination combine
qualities either by repeating them or by arranging them in accordance with the increase
or decrease of one of their attributes. Spatial shapes like the line and the circle provide
simple example for this. A line is, as already said above, a whole of local qualities the
tone of which increases (becomes, e.g., more and more Left). This is an example of an
increasement phenomenon (�Steigerungsphänomen�). The mode of combination of the
local qualities of a circle provides an example of a repetition phenomenon (�Wiederhol-
ungsphänomen�): at each point of the circle the degree of curvature is the same.
The discovery of phenomenal laws governing the orders of the sensual qualities (colors,

sounds, smells, etc.) is regarded by Selz (1929, p. 340) as a major achievement of modern
psychology by which it paves the way for a philosophy of space which in his view is more
adequate than that of Kant. Selz identi�es two interrelated problems in Kant's account
of space and geometry. The �rst of them concerns Kant's view of sense perception. Since
the concept of a phenomenal law describing order relations between sense qualities was
alien to Kant, he considered the senses providing just �un chaos, un �fouillis� de qualités�
(Selz, 1929, p. 340), �ein bloÿes `Gewühl von Emp�ndungen' �, (Selz, 1941b, p. 147).9 Any
regularity which nevertheless might be discovered in this chaos is coincidental and thus
lacks any kind of necessity. The second problem results from Kant's insistence on the
necessity of the geometrical laws. If they are necessary, they cannot be derived from the
chaos delivered by the senses. In order to preserve the necessity of the geometrical laws,
Kant therefore separated space and time as the ordering forms of phenomena from the
sensual qualities as their content. Kant's move simultaneously solves both problems. On
the one hand space is the framework bringing order into the chaos of the appearances
of the outer sense; on the other hand the laws of space can be known a priori and
recognized as necessary since they describe the framework of order which is prior to its
content. According to Selz's interpretation of Kant's transcendental aesthetics, it was
the state of psychology of Kant's time (�la psychologie d'alors�) that dictated his move
to separate the apriori form of phenomena from their content.10

Probably Selz's views on these matters have been in�uenced by his Berlin teacher Carl
Stumpf. The �rst chapter of Stumpf's (1873) monograph on the origin of our spatial
presentation (�Raumvorstellungen�) is introduced by a thoroughgoing critical discussion
of Kant's philosophy of space as presented in the transcendental aesthetics. Stumpf's
investigations culminate in the preliminary conclusion that space is as well a �content�
of our presentations as the qualities; cf. (1873, p. 27). This conclusion is then elaborated
and defended by additional arguments in the further course of the book. Rather than
building a framework for the ordering of sense experiences, spatial concepts relating to
distance, location, shape, etc. are themselves provided by the senses just like the notions
relating to, e.g., color, taste, and smell are. By analyzing the notions belonging to one
of these realms one obtains the immanent structural laws (�immanente Strukturgesetze�,
Stumpf 1906, p. 28) which describe the phenomenal order of its qualities. According
to Selz (1929, p. 340f), Kant's solution of the problem of space and geometry looses its
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compulsiveness as soon as the existence of such phenomenal structural laws is recognized.
The phenomenological analysis of our experience of space discloses the structural laws
governing the spatial phenomena. These laws are essentially laws of order and determine
a Euclidean structure; cf. Selz (1929, p. 340f).
As Kant, Selz, too, considers the laws of geometry to be necessary truths. But ac-

cording to him they are not necessary because they describe the form of our intuition
but rather because they describe the ordering system of spatial qualities provided by the
senses in the same way as, e.g., the colors. The laws of geometry are �structural or consi-
tutional laws of the ordered manifold of the continuum of loci;� Selz 1930a, p. 361). Such
structural laws are not found by induction but rather by psychological analysis (�[. . . ]
ne sont pas des résultats de l'induction, mais de l'analyse psychologique,� Selz 1929, p.
340). These structural laws di�er from empirical one by having the rigor of mathematical
laws (ibid.). This strongly suggest that Selz conceives of structural constitutional laws
as apriori but leaves open the question why they have that status. One may surmise
that they are analytic since they result from psychological analysis. This is exactly the
answer tentatively suggested by Selz's Berlin teacher Stumpf in his treatise from 1906;
cf. Stumpf (1906, p. 75).

3 The Geometry of Natural Space

In the present section a formal reconstruction of Selz's theory of natural space is provided
in three steps. In sec. 3.2 the mereological theory serving as a foundation of the formal
system is brie�y described. The following sec. 3.3 contains a rigorous description of
Selz's sphere of direction. In the �nal sec. 3.4 it is explained how lines and planes can be
de�ned as whole of points. A brief overview of the entire system is provided in the �rst
subsection below.

3.1 Overview

Two central theses of Selz are that (1) the notion of direction is central for our spatial
cognition and that (2) Euclidean geometry is an outcome of the geometry of directions.
One will thus expect that an exact and detailed theory of directions is necessary for
giving substance to the second claim. The aim of sec. 3.3 is to provide such a substantial
theory of direction; it rigorously describes the spherical order of directions which has
been presented in an informal way in sec. 2.1 above. This �pure� theory of direction is
supplemented in sec. 3.4 by a theory of the ternary relation obtaining between a direction
r and two points A and B if B lies in direction r to A.
Directions come in pairs: having travelled in a certain direction, one can straight return

to one's start position by travelling in the opposite direction. A line contains with each of
its point A all the points which lie from A either in a certain direction r or in its opposite
direction r̄; cf. Def. 11.1. If one, while moving, continuously changes one's direction in
the same way instead of keeping it, one's path will be a circle rather than a line.11 The
directions which one takes at the points of this circle are themselves ordered cyclically in
such a way that the opposite of each direction of such a cyclic order belongs to that order,
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too. Such cyclic arrangements of directions are just the great circles of Selz's sphere of
directions; here we shall call them �ccods� � i.e., �complete circles of directions�. A plane
contains with each of its points A all the points which lie from A in a direction belonging
to a certain ccod characteristic for that plane; cf. Def. 11.2. Planes do not have holes;
from a given point there are points in any direction and each point has a unique direction
to a given point; cf. Ax. 10.
For the geometry of the sphere of directions ccods play a role similar to that of the

straight lines of an Euclidean plane. Seen from the mathematician's perspective, what
has been called the pure theory of direction in the previous paragraph is nothing else
than the sphere's geometry of incidence and order. As there is in a plane for each pair
of points always a line passing through them, there is always a ccod comprising two
given directions. However, whereas the line through two points is uniquely determined
by those points, there are pairs of directions which belong to several ccods (consider, e.g.,
the meridians intersecting at the poles of the globe). This is exactly the case, when the
two directions are opposite to each other. In Def. 6.1 below this fact is used in order to
de�ne opposition.
The directions belonging to a ccod are ordered by a ternary relation of betweeness:

�r ˚ s ˚ t� means that the the angle of the arc urt is less than π�i.e., the angle between
a direction and its opposite�and that s lies in between r and t. The laws governing
this ternary relation are stated by the clauses of Ax. 7. From the explanation given it
is clear that only such triples of directions of a ccod are comparable with respect to the
relation of betweeness which lie within some semicircle of the ccod: only then one of
them is between the two others. Of the three directions r, s, and t displayed in Fig.
1-(b), for instance, only s lies between the two others. Direction t, cannot be between s
and r since we, starting from s and moving clockwise, have to go beyond its opposite s̄
in order to reach �rst t̄ and then r. The route against the clock direction is impossible,
too. Starting from r, one has to pass both t̄ and its opposite t before one reaches r.
Similar considerations exclude that r lies between s and t. Routes blocked since their
length exceed π are marked by small crosses in Fig. 1-(b).
In the formal reconstruction of Selz's theory o�ered below the order of directions on a

semicircle of a ccod is of central importance for the derivation of the Euclidean axioms.
On the one hand it is used for specifying the linear order of the points on a straight
line; cf. Ax. 12 and Th. 13 below. Ax. 12 states that the points on a line a extending
in direction r and its opposite r̄ are ordered in the same way as the directions of the
lines connecting a point A outside of a with the points on a; cf. Fig. 4 on page 18. This
means that there is a ccod K such that the directions from A to the points of a are
precisely those from a semicircle of K which is determined by directions r and r̄. The
�diameter� of K which separates the semicircle at issue from its counterpart is, so to
speak, �parallel� to the line a. Thus Ax. 12 does not only help to �x the linear order of
the points on a line, it also determines which other lines can intersect with it. Hence it
is also used in sec. 4.3 below for proving the Axiom of Parallels; cf. Th. 20. That a ccod
can be dissected into two semicircles at all is said in Th. 8 which depends on Ax. 8 which
in turn says that a ccod divides the sphere of direction into two hemispheres. From Th.
8 it follows that a line of a plane divides this plane into two half-plane such that points
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from di�erent halves are connected by lines crossing the boundary line separating the
halves; cf. Th. 16. This, �nally, implies the Pasch Axiom; Th. 18.4.

3.2 Mereology

Selz (1930a, p. 357) de�nes lines and planes as continua whose points display certain types
of orders which in turn are determined by the directions between these points. Here lines
and planes will be formally de�ned as mereological sums of points which stand to each
other in an order relation of the relevant type. The mereological theory applied here is
a �rst-order counterpart of Tarski's (1937) formulation of mereology within the simple
theory of types. In order to provide a succinct formulation of the axioms, the abbreviation
of Def. 1 is used: the formula �Σx.ry, P pxqs� means that y is the mereological sum of all x
which are P . Within the �rst-order framework adopted here it functions as a substitute
for Tarski's constant �Σ� for the higher-order relation that an object bears to a set of
individuals of which it is the mereological sum.

De�nition 1. Σx.ry, P pxqs :ô @z.rP pzq Ñ z Ď ys ^ @z.rz Ď y Ñ Duv.rP puq ^ v Ď u, yss

Axiom 1. Mereological Axioms

1. x Ď y ^ y Ď z Ñ x Ď z
2. Dy.P pyq Ñ Dx.Σy.rx, P pyqs
3. @x.rP pxq Ñ x “ ys Ñ Σx.ry, P pxqs
4. Dx.P pxq Ñ Dy.Σx.ry, P pxqs

Tarski proves the part relation to be re�exive (his theorem 1¨22) and antisymmetric
(his I¨23). If it exists at all, the sum of all P s is unique (1¨25) and it always exists if
there is at least one P . Thus a partial operation of summation can be de�ned as follows.

De�nition 2.
Ů

x.P pxq :“ �x.Σy.rx, P pyqs

In the following a de�nite description �x.Apxq will only be used in cases where it is clear
that the existence and uniqueness condition with respect to the condition Apxq is ful�lled.
On the basis of Def. 2 the binary operations of sum (\), product ([), and di�erence z
can be de�ned as well as the relations of overlap (˝) and disjointness (z).
We adopt a many-sorted framework with di�erent sorts of variables for directions,

points, lines, etc. Lower case italics �r�,�s�, �t� (and graphical modi�cations of them) are
used as variables for directions and upper case italics from the beginning of the alphabet
such as �A�, �B�, �C�, and �D� as variables for points. Variables for objects from other
sorts will be introduced where they are used for the �rst time. Besides the speci�c sorts,
we also adopt a universal sort with variables (�u�, �v�, �w�, �x�, �y�, �z�) which range
over objects of any sort. Points and directions are the only mereological atoms (cf. Def.
3) in our system. It is postulated that each object has at least one atomic part. This
implies that an object is the sum of its atoms (Tarski, 1937, p. 163, 1¨42) and thus that
objects are identical i� they contain the same atoms.

De�nition 3. Atpxq :ô @y.ry Ď xÑ x Ď ys
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Axiom 2. Atoms

1. Dx.rAtpxq ^ x Ď ys
2. Atpxq Ø DA.x “ A_ Dr.x “ r
3. A ‰ r

In what follows we will frequently have to deal with decompositions of wholes into two
disjoint parts. Obviously, being parts of the same half of a decomposition of an object is
an equivalence relation on the set of atoms of the whole dissected.

De�nition 4. Let u, v be atoms of x\y where x | y. Then: u – v pmod x, yq :ô u, v Ď

x_ u, v Ď y.

Theorem 1. Let y, z and y1, z1 be two di�erent pairs of wholes such that y | z, y1 | z1,
and y \ z “ y1 \ z1. Then there are atoms u and v such that u – v pmod y, zq but
u fl v pmod y1, z1q.

Proof. Note that the two pairs cannot coincide in one of their items (e.g., y “ z1) since
then the two remaining items would also coincide and the pairs would thus be identical.
Hence we may assume that y, z, y1, z1 are all distinct from each other. It follows from
y ‰ y1 that these two objects di�er by at least one atom, say x. Let us assume that
x Ď y but x Ę y1 and therefore x Ď z1 (the case that x Ď y1 and x Ę y is analog). If
y1 Ă y, then, for each atom x1 Ď y1, x1 fl x pmod y1, z1q but x1 – x pmod y, zq. By Ax. 2.1
there must be at least one such atom. This proves our theorem for the case y1 Ă y. Thus
assume y1 Ć y. Then there is an atom x1 such that x1 Ď y1 but x1 Ę y, hence x1 Ď z.
However, z ‰ y1 as already noted above; hence there must be an atom x2 distinguishing
the two objects. In case that x2 Ď z but x2 Ę y1 we would have x2 fl x pmod y, zq but
x2 – x pmod y1, z1q. In the case of x2 Ę z and x2 Ď y1, we would have x1 fl x2 pmod y, zq
but x1 – x2 pmod y1, z1q. Thus in both cases our theorem turns out to be true.

3.3 Direction

Since the directions of natural space are ordered like the points on the surface of a
sphere, it suggests itself to use some system of spherical geometry in order to describe
the relationships between the directions of natural space. Most axioms of the present
section are taken�with some minor modi�cations� from Halsted's (1907, ch. VI).12 To
the logical apparatus described above, we add variables K, L, M, . . . for the complete
circles of directions (ccods), cf. p. 8 above. The sphere of directions is the mereological
sum of all directions; we denote it by �D�; each ccod is a part of D.

De�nition 5. D :“
Ů

r.r “ r

Axiom 3. K Ď D

Two non-opposite directions determine a unique ccod of which both are parts; only
opposite directions are contained by more than one ccod. Each direction has only one
opposite; this is our fourth axiom.

10



Axiom 4. D“1s.rs ‰ r ^ Dě2K.r, s Ď Ks

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of the above two axioms.

Theorem 2. Directions and complete circles of directions

1. DK.r Ă K
2. D “

Ů

K.K “ K

Directions r and s which are neither identical nor opposites of each other will be called
�apart� from each other, in which case we write �r ı s�.

De�nition 6. Opposition and apartness

1. r̄ :“ �s.rs ‰ r ^ Dě2K.r, s Ď Ks
2. r ı s :ô r ‰ s^ r ‰ s̄

Given that notion, we can set up the postulate that two directions which are apart from
each other uniquely determine a ccod.

Axiom 5. s ı tÑ D“1K.s, t Ď K

Opposite directions are parts of the same ccods; and each ccod comprises at least two
non-opposite directions. But no ccod contains all directions.

Axiom 6. Ccods

1. s Ď K Ñ s̄ Ď K
2. Drs.rr ı s^ r, s Ď Ks
3. Dr.r Ę K

From the clauses of Ax. 6 it follows that two ccods cannot share more than two direc-
tions (Th. 3) and that the function mapping directions to their opposites is an involution
(Th. 4).

Theorem 3. r ‰ s^ r ‰ t^ s ‰ t^ r, s, t Ď K [ LÑ K “ L

Proof. If two of the three directions are opposed to each other, then it follows from Ax.
5 that each of them belongs together with the third direction to exactly one ccod, hence
K “ L. So assume that none of the three directions is opposed to one of the other. Then
by Ax. 4 no two of them could belong to more than one ccod; hence again K “ L.

Theorem 4. s “ ¯̄s

Proof. Assume s were not the inverse of s̄. By Ax. 4 s ‰ s̄; hence by Ax. 5 there is a
unique K with s, s̄ Ď K. According to Ax. 6.3 there is a t Ę K; hence t di�ers from both
s and s̄. Applying Ax. 5 once more, we conclude that there is a unique L with s, t Ď L.
Since t Ę K, K ‰ L. By Ax. 6.1 s̄ Ď L, which however contradicts the fact that K is
the only ccod containing both s and s̄.

11



For Selz, the order of directions on one of the three main ccods is a matter of �purity�.
Travelling, for instance, from Left to Front, the �degree of purity� (�Reinheitsgrad�,
Selz 1930a, p. 354f) of the directions which one passes along decreases as regards Left-
ness but increases as regards Front-ness. One may object here that such a quasi-metrical
conception of order is secondary to the cyclic arrangement of directions on the ccod and
should thus be derived from this order. In geometry, cyclic orders of various types have
been studied; cf., e.g., Huntington (1924) or Pogorelov (1966, p. 100f). Here we follow
(again with minor modi�cations) Halsted (1907, p. 201f) by assuming a ternary order
relation between directions which ful�lls the postulates listed below in Ax. 7.13 The
notion of opposition plays a central role in this conception of cyclic order, which thus �ts
very well into Selz's framework.

Axiom 7. The ternary relation ˚ of betweeness ful�lls the following postulates:

1. r ˚ s ˚ tÑ DK.r, s, t Ď K
2. r ˚ s ˚ tÑ t ˚ s ˚ r
3. r ˚ s ˚ tÑ r ‰ s^ r ‰ t
4. r ˚ s ˚ tÑ  s ˚ r ˚ t
5. r ˚ s ˚ t^ r ˚ t ˚ t1 Ñ r ˚ s ˚ t1

6. r ˚ s ˚ t^ r ˚ t ˚ t1 Ñ s ˚ t ˚ t1

7.  Dr.s ˚ r ˚ s̄
8. r ‰ s̄Ñ Dt.r ˚ t ˚ s
9. r ‰ s̄Ñ Dt.r ˚ s ˚ t
10.  Drt.rr ˚ s ˚ t^ r ˚ s̄ ˚ ts

Theorem 5. Consequences from the axioms concerning ˚

1. r ˚ s ˚ t^ s ˚ r1 ˚ tÑ r ˚ r1 ˚ t
2.  Dr.rr ˚ s ˚ s̄_ s ˚ s̄ ˚ rs

Proof. 1. From r ˚s˚ t and s˚r1 ˚ t we have by Ax. 7.2 t˚s˚r and t˚r1 ˚s, hence t˚r1 ˚r
by Ax. 7.5 and r ˚r1 ˚ t by Ax. 7.2 again. � 2. Because of Ax. 7.2 and Th. 4 it su�ces to
prove  Dr.r ˚ s ˚ s̄. Assume that there were such an r (a). By Ax. 7.3, then, r ‰ s “ ¯̄s;
from this we infer by Ax. 7.9 the existence of a direction t with r ˚ s̄ ˚ t (b). From (a)
and (b) it follows by Ax. 7.5 that r ˚ s ˚ t. Thus there would be� in contradiction to
Ax. 7.10�two opposite directions between r and t.

Axs. 7.7 and 7.10 require that the boundaries r and s of a triple r ˚ s ˚ t must include
an angle less than π. This, however, blocks the most direct way to de�ne the notion
of a semicircle of direction, which�as explained in sec. 3.1 above�plays a crucial role
in our formal reconstruction of Selz's theory. Of the directions of such a semicircle we
would normally say that they �lie between� two opposite directions. But precisely this
mode of expression is excluded by Ax. 7.7. Therefore Halsted' (1907, p. 202�204) uses the
spherical analog of the Pasch Axiom14 in order to �rst determine hemispheres and then
to de�ne semicircles as the intersections of great circles (our ccods) with hemispheres. A
semicircle of directions contains all the directions which in an intuitive sense lie between
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Figure 3: Dissection of D by a ccod. (a) A ccod divides the sphere of direction into two
hemispheres. � (b) The analog of the Pasch Axiom for spherical geometry.
� (c) Division of a ccod K into two semicircles by means of the hemispheres
determined by a ccod L.

two opposing ones. Here we shall slightly deviate from Halsted's procedure by using
instead of the Pasch Axiom an equivalent axiom which delivers the result wanted more
directly and is more intuitive (at least in the present context).15

Our new axiom will postulate that a ccod K divides D into two hemispheres. Two
directions belonging to the same hemisphere are equivalent modulo the dissection of D
induced by K; cf. Def. 4. Equivalent directions are connected by an arc which spans
an angle less than π and does not cut through K. Conversely, two directions are not
equivalent if they are either opposites of each other or the arc connecting them cuts
through the boundary K separating them.

Axiom 8. Dx, y.
“

x, y | K ^ x | y ^D “ x\ y \K ^

@r, s Ę K.rr – s pmod x, yq Ø r ‰ s̄^ Dt Ď K.r ˚ t ˚ ss
‰

In Fig. 3-(a) we have, for instance, r fl s pmod x, yq since r and s are separated from
each other by the point in which K intersects the arc connecting these two directions.
On the other hand, we have t – u pmod x, yq since there is no point of K between t and
u. Halsted (1907, p. 203) proves our Ax. 8 by means of a postulate which is an exact
analog of the Pasch Axiom for planar geometry; cf. fn. 14. This holds true for spherical
triangles and great circles, too; cf. Fig. 3-(b). It is readily seen that, conversely, Ax. 8
also implies the spherical Pasch axiom. In the case of the constellation displayed in Fig.
3-(b), Ax. 8 requires that t is either on the same side of K as r�i.e., t – r pmod x, yq
(which is not the case)�or as s�i.e., t – s pmod x, yq (which in fact is the case). By
Th. 1 we recognize that the two hemispheres of directions separated by a ccod K are
uniquely determined.

Theorem 6. For any ccod K there is only one pair of parts x and y of D which are
disjoint both with each other and with K such that for r, t Ę K: r – t pmod x, yq Ø r ‰
t̄^ Ds Ď K.r ˚ s ˚ t.

Proof. Assume that x, y x1, y1 were two di�erent dissections of D as described in Ax. 8.
Hence we have x \ y “ DzK “ x1 \ y1. Applying Th. 1, we conclude that there are
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directions r and t such that r – t pmod x, yq (a) but r fl t pmod x1, y1q (b). But then (a)
entails both that s and t are not opposite to each other and that there is no s Ď K with
r ˚ s ˚ t while (b) implies that at least one of these two things is not true.

Ax. 8 enables us to prove a central intuitive fact about the circle of directions, namely
that two ccods share exactly two directions.

Theorem 7. K ‰ LÑ D“2r.r Ď K [ L

Proof. Because of Th. 3 and Ax. 6.1 it su�ces to show that there is an r Ď K [ L.
Consider the partition of D induced by K; let u and v be the hemispheres determined by
K. Because of Ax. 8, L cannot lie completely within one of the two hemispheres because
then this hemisphere would contain opposite directions. Thus there are directions s, t Ď L
with s Ď u and t Ď v. Because of Ax. 6.2 s and t can be chosen in such a way that s ‰ t̄.
By Ax. 8 then there is also a direction r Ď K [ L with s ˚ r ˚ t.

The following Th. 8 states that we have achieved our goal (cf. p. 12) to characterize
a semicircle of direction as a part of a ccod which is determined by one of its direction
and its opposite.

Theorem 8. Let r Ď K. Then there is exactly one pair of parts x, y Ď K such that

1. x | y, r, r̄ Ę x\ y, and K “ x\ r \ y \ r̄;

2. and for s, t Ď Kzpr \ r̄q: s – t pmod x, yq Ø s ‰ t̄^ s ˚ r ˚ t^ s ˚ r̄ ˚ t.

Proof. We �rst prove that there are pairs of parts x, y Ď K and y ful�lling both 1. and
2. and �nally show that there is only one such pair. � (1.) Consider the constellation
displayed in Fig. 3-(c); L is a ccod di�erent from K which also contains both r and r̄.
According to Ax. 4 such a ccod always exists. Ax. 8 guarantees the existence of disjoint
hemispheres u and v such that D “ u \ L \ v. According to Ax. 6.2 there must be an
s Ď K with s ı r. By Ax. 7.9 then, there exists a t such that s ˚ r ˚ t, where t ‰ s̄
because of Ax. 7.7. Thus there is a direction belonging to L, namely r, which separates
s from t. Hence s fl t pmod u, vq, and s and t belong to di�erent items of the pair
pu, vq. Thus K intersects with both items and therefore the intersections x :“ u [ K
and y :“ v [ K exist. Since u | v, we have x | y, too; similarly, r, r̄ Ę x \ y since
r, r̄ Ę u \ v. Finally, K “ x \ r \ y \ r̄ because of the construction of u and v. �
(2.) Again by the construction of x and y, either r or r̄ must lie between a direction
from x and one from y not opposed to the �rst direction. This proves the right to left
direction of (b). No direction of L, thus in particular neither r nor r̄, can lie between two
directions belonging either both to x or both to y because such directions belong to the
same of the two hemispheres determined by L. Furthermore, directions belonging either
both to x or both to y cannot be opposite to each other because of Ax. 8. � Finally
we have still to prove the uniqueness of x and y. Assume so that there is another pair
x1, y1 which also ful�ll the two assertions stated in the theorem. Applying Th. 1, we
conclude that then there are directions r1, s1 such that both r1 – s1 pmod x, yq (c) and
r1 fl s1 pmod x1, y1q (d). This, however, is impossible since r or r̄ must lie between r1 and
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s1 according to (d) and clause (2.) of the present theorem whereas none of them can be
thus located according to (c) and (2.) again.

De�nition 7. Semicircles of directions and equivalence modulo a semicircle

1. The part x Ď K is a semicircle of the ccod K determined by r i� there is a y Ď K
such that x, y, and r are related in the way described above in Th. 8. In this case
we write �SCpx,K, rq�.

2. Let r Ď K and let x and y be the two semicircles of K uniquely determined by r.
We de�ne s –K t pmod rq :ô s – t pmod x, yq.

In �s –K t pmod rq� we may omit the subscript �K� since r is di�erent from both s
and t. Hence at least two of r, s, and t are apart from each other and thus uniquely
determine K.

Theorem 9. Equivalence and betweeness

1. s – t pmod rq Ñ s – t pmod r̄q
2. s ˚ r ˚ tÑ s – r pmod tq
3. s ˚ r ˚ tÑ r – t pmod sq
4. r ˚ s ˚ t^ r – t pmod r1q Ñ r – s – t pmod r1q

Proof. 1. This is immediate from Ths. 4 and 8. � 2. Assume that both s ˚ r ˚ t and
s fl r pmod tq. For the latter to obtain, there are, according to Th. 8, three possibilities:
s “ r̄ (a), s ˚ t ˚ r (b), or s ˚ t̄ ˚ r (c). However, (a) is excluded by s ˚ r ˚ t and Th. 5.2.
By Ax. 7.5, s ˚ r ˚ t and (b) would imply s ˚ r ˚ r in contradiction to Axs. 7.2 and 7.3.
Finally, (c) and s ˚ r ˚ t would imply s ˚ t̄ ˚ t by Ax. 7.5 in contradiction to Th. 5.2 again.
� 3. s˚ r ˚ t implies t˚ r ˚ s (Ax. 7.2) and thus t – r pmod sq by 2., hence r – t pmod sq.
� 4. From the premise r ˚ s ˚ t we have (a) r ‰ s̄ by Th. 5.2. Assume r ˚ r1 ˚ s; from
this and r ˚ s ˚ t, we have r ˚ r1 ˚ t by Ax. 7.5. However, this contradicts  r ˚ r1 ˚ t which
follows from r – t pmod r1q. Hence we conclude that  r ˚ r1 ˚ s (b). A similar argument
yields  r ˚ r̄1 ˚ s (c). But from (a), (b), and (c) it follows that r – s pmod r1q. which
together with the premise r – t implies s – t pmod r1q.

If SCpu,K, rq, then there are two obvious linear orders for the directions of u: one may
traverse u either from r to r̄ or conversely from r̄ to r. Of two directions s and t of the
semicircle u we thus expect that s precedes t in one of the two possible ways to traverse
u. This is postulated by the following axiom.

Axiom 9. s ‰ t^ s – t pmod rq Ñ s ˚ t ˚ r _ s ˚ t ˚ r̄

Theorem 10. Connectedness

1. r ˚ t ˚ sÑ t ˚ r ˚ s̄
2. Let r, s, t be three directions pairwise equivalent modulo r1, then we have: r ˚ s˚ t_

s ˚ r ˚ t_ r ˚ t ˚ s.
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Proof. 1. From r ˚ t ˚ s, we have both r ‰ t (by Ax. 7.3) and r – t pmod sq (by Th. 9.2),
hence t ˚ r ˚ s_ t ˚ r ˚ s̄ by Ax. 9. However, the �rst alternative is excluded by Ax. 7.4.
� 2. Assume  r ˚ s ˚ t (a). From r – t pmod r1q we have r ‰ t̄ (b). If r ˚ s̄ ˚ t, we had
s̄ – r – t – s pmod r1q by Th. 9.4, which is impossible; hence  r ˚ s̄ ˚ t (c). From (b),
(a), and (c) it follows that r – t pmod sq, so r ˚ t ˚ s_ r ˚ t ˚ s̄ (d) by Ax. 9. But r ˚ t ˚ s̄
in turn implies r ˚ t ˚ s by Ths. 4 and 1.; hence (a) implies s ˚ r ˚ t_ r ˚ t ˚ s.

The ternary betweeness relation of the directions of a semicircle x can be converted
into a linear order by choosing one of its boundary directions, say r, as a reference point
and by letting s precede t, ps, t Ď xq i� s ˚ t ˚ r; cf. Def. 8.

De�nition 8. For SCpx,K, rq we de�ne: s ăxr t :ô s, t Ď x^ s ˚ t ˚ r.

Theorem 11. Let the free variables in the following clauses range over the directions on
x where SCpc,K, rq.

1. s ăxr s
2. s ăxr tÑ t ăxr̄ s
3. s “ t_ s ăxr t_ t ăxr s
4. s ăxr tÑ t ăxr s
5. s ăxr t^ t ăxr r

1 Ñ s ăxr r
1

6. s ăxr tÑ Dr1.rs ăxr r
1 ăxr ts

7. Ds, r1 Ď x.s ăxr t ăxr r
1

8. s ăxr t^ s ˚ r
1 ˚ tÑ s ăxr r

1 ăxr t

Proof. 1. This is immediate from Ax. 7.3. � 2. This follows directly from Th. 10.1. �
3. Let s ‰ t and s ăxr t, i.e.,  s ˚ t ˚ r. By Ax. 9 then s ˚ t ˚ r̄, i.e., s ăxr̄ t. � 4.
This is immediate from Ax. 7.4. � 5. From s ăxr t we have s ˚ t ˚ r and thus by Ax. 7.2
r ˚ t ˚ s (a). Similarly we get r ˚ r1 ˚ t (b) from t ăxr r

1. But (a) and (b) imply r ˚ r1 ˚ s
by Ax. 7.5, hence s ˚ r1 ˚ r by Ax. 7.2 and thus �nally s ăxr r

1. � 6. From s ˚ t ˚ r it
follows by Th. 5.2 and Ax. 7.8 that there is an r1 with s˚ r1 ˚ t, hence by Ax. 7.5 s˚ r1 ˚ r;
thus s ăxr r

1. Applying Th. 5.1 instead of Ax. 7.5, we infer in a similar way r1 ăxr t.
� 7. Since both t ‰ r and t ‰ r̄, there are�according to Ax. 7.8�directions s and r1

such that t ˚ r1 ˚ r and t ˚ s ˚ r̄. Thus t ăxr r
1 according to the �rst of these two facts,

and t ăr̄ s, hence s ăxr t (by 2.) according to the second. � 8. From s ăxrăt we have
s˚ t˚r. This together with s˚r1 ˚ t implies s˚r1 ˚r, hence s ăxr r

1, by Ax. 7.5. Similarly,
one gets r1 ˚ t ˚ r, hence r1 ăxr t, by Ax. 7.6.

3.4 Lines and Planes

Directions are what connect points to each other: seen from a given point A, another
point B lies in a certain direction r; cf. Selz (1930a, p. 356). This is a ternary relation
which we abbreviate by �L�. We write �LrpA,Bq� rather than �Lpr,A,Bq�. There is a
unique direction from a point A to another one B and this direction is opposite to that
from B to A.

Axiom 10. Axioms for the L-relation
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1. Lxpy, zq Ñ Dr,A,B.rx “ r ^ y “ A^ z “ Bs
2. A ‰ B Ñ D“1r.LrpA,Bq
3. LrpA,Bq Ñ Lr̄pB,Aq

De�nition 9. Let A ‰ B; then
ÝÝÑ
AB :“ � r.LrpA,Bq.

Lines and planes are wholes of points (cf. Def. 10.1) which respectively ful�ll the speci�c
closure conditions of Defs. 10.3 and 10.4 below. The special part whole relation between
points and mereological sums of them is called incidence; cf. Def. 10.2.

De�nition 10. Incidence and closure under directions

1. WoPpyq :ô @z Ď y.rAtpzq Ñ DA.z “ As
2. x I y :ô WoPpyq ^ DA.rx “ A^A Ď ys
3. ClDirpy, rq :ô Woppyq ^ @A I y.@B.rLrpA,Bq _ Lr̄pA,Bq Ñ B I ys
4. ClCcodpy,Kq :ô WoPpyq ^ @r Ď K.ClDirpy, rq

Since a plane is closed under the directions of each of its lines and since natural space as
the sum of all points is trivially closed under the directions of all ccods, lines and planes
should be de�ned as being minimal (in the partial order Ď) among the wholes satisfying
the respective closure condition speci�c for them. A whole of points ful�lling the same
closure condition as some line (plane) either contains that line (plane) or is disjoint from
it.

De�nition 11. Lines and planes

1. LineDpx, rq :ô ClDirpx, rq ^ @y.rClDirpy, rq Ñ x Ď y _ x | ys
2. PlaneCdpx,Kq :ô ClCcodpx,Kq ^ @y.rClCcodpy,Kq Ñ x Ď y _ x | ys

The following axioms are existence postulates for lines and planes. Given a point and
a direction there is at least one line of this direction which passes through that point.
Similarly, given a point and a ccod there is at least one plane the points of which lie in
the ccod's directions around the point.

Axiom 11. Existence of lines and planes

1. Dx.rLineDpx, rq ^A I xs
2. Dx.rPlaneDpx,Kq ^A I xs

Italic lower case letters from the beginning of the alphabet (�a�, �b�, �c�, . . . ) are used
as variables for lines and corresponding Greek letters (�α�, �β�, �γ�, . . . ) as variables for
planes. Ax. 11 guarantees the existence of at least one line and one plane for a given point
and a given direction or, respectively, ccod. That these entities are uniquely determined
can be readily proven.

Theorem 12. Uniqueness of lines and planes

1. D“1a.rLineDpa, rq ^A I as
2. D“1α.rPlaneCdpα,Kq ^A I αs
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Proof. 1. Let A I a, b where both lines have direction r. Then a˝ b and thus by Def. 11.1
both a Ď b and b Ď a, hence a “ b. � 2. The proof of the second claim is similar.

De�nition 12. Lines and planes by points, directions, and ccods

1. Ar :“ � a.rLineDpa, rq ^A I as
2. lAK :“ �α.rPlaneCDpα,Kq ^A I αs

For Selz, the fact that the line is a mereological whole of points does not yet imply
that it is also a phenomenal whole. Order is that which unites elementary qualities into
phenomenal wholes; cf. the discussion of �phenomenal modes of combination� in sec. 2.2
above. Thus the order of its points �makes the line�; it is a �series of loci�; Selz (1930a,
p. 357). This means more than that the points bear to each other a relation with certain
structural properties (as those listed in Th. 13 below). On the contrary, Selz (1934, pp.
331, 377, fn. 1) considers the relational order concepts of modern mathematics to root in
the experiences of successions in increasement phenomena. The following consideration
illustrates how the succession of the points on a line can be experienced. Assume that
we look from a point C at the points of a line a which extends in directions r and r̄; cf.
Fig. 4. If we let our eyes wander from a point A of a to another point B which lies in
direction r from A, we continuously change our line of sight from direction

ÝÑ
CA to

ÝÝÑ
CB.

Each direction s between these two should hit a point of a which lies between A and
B. The line a is �complete� and does not contain holes between the two points A and
B. Hence we adopt Ax. 12 postulating that the points of a line and the directions of a
semicircle of a ccod display the same type of order relation.

A B

C

r

Lr(A,B)

a

tA tB

r̄ r

tA <r tB

C′
r̄ r

t′A t′B

t′A <r t′B

Figure 4: The correspondence between the order of directions and that of points on a
line.

Axiom 12. Let LineDpa, rq and C {I a. Then there is a ccod K with a semicircle x such
that SCpx,K, rq and

1. @A I a.
ÝÑ
CA Ď x,
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2. @r Ď x.DA I a.r “
ÝÑ
CA,

3. @A,B I a.rLrpA,Bq Ø
ÝÑ
CA ăxr

ÝÝÑ
CBs.

Investigating the order of points on line a by means of Ax. 12 requires a point of
reference C which does not lie on a. The following axiom guarantees that such a point
can always be found; natural space is not exhausted by a single line.

Axiom 13. DA.A {I a

Th. 13 describes the order of points on a line. The proof of most of its clauses depends
on the central Ax. 12.

Theorem 13. Order properties of Lr

1. DBC.rLrpB,Aq ^ LrpA,Cqs
2. LrpA,Bq Ñ  LrpB,Aq
3.  LrpA,Aq
4. A,B I a^ LineDpa, rq Ñ A “ B _ LrpA,Bq _ LrpB,Aq
5. LrpA,Bq ^ LrpB,Cq Ñ LrpA,Cq
6. LrpA,Bq Ñ DC.rLrpA,Cq ^ LrpC,Bqs

Proof. 1. By Ax. 11.1 here is a line a with direction r and A I a. Let so D be a point
which is not incident with a; that such a point exists is guaranteed by Ax. 13. Then,
by Ax. 12 there is a semicircle x of directions such that its directions are precisely those
connecting D with the points of a. Let s :“

ÝÝÑ
DA. According to Th. 11.7 there are r, t Ď x

with r ăxr s ăxr t. Thus there must be points B,C I a with r “
ÝÝÑ
DB and s “

ÝÝÑ
DC. But

then LrpB,Aq and LrpA,Cq by Ax. 12-3. � 2. Assume that LrpA,Bq, then Lr̄pB,Aq
by Ax. 10.3. By Def. 6.1 r̄ ‰ r; hence  LrpB,Aq by Ax. 10.2. � 3. This is immediate
from 2. � 4. Let C again be a point not incident with line a. According to Ax. 12.1
there is a semicircle x of some ccod K such that SCpx,K, rq and

ÝÑ
CA,

ÝÝÑ
CB Ď x. By Th.

11.3
ÝÑ
CA “

ÝÝÑ
CB _

ÝÑ
CA ăxr

ÝÝÑ
CB _

ÝÝÑ
CB ăxr

ÝÑ
CA, hence A “ B _ LrpA,Bq _ LrpB,Aq

by Ax. 12.3. � 5. Let r :“
ÝÝÑ
AB and a :“ Ar. From LrpA,Bq and LrpB,Cq we have

B,C I a since ClDirpa, rq. Using again Axs. 12 and 13 one concludes that there is a
D {I a and a semicircle of directions x determined by r such that

ÝÝÑ
DA,

ÝÝÑ
DB,

ÝÝÑ
DC Ď x and

ÝÝÑ
DA ăxr

ÝÝÑ
DB ăxr

ÝÝÑ
DC from which one concludes by Th. 11.5 that

ÝÝÑ
DA ăxr

ÝÑ
DC; hence

LrpA,Cq again by Ax. 12.3. � 6. The proof is similar to that of 5. but uses Th. 11.6
instead of Th. 11.5.

By means of Th. 13.4 we are now able to prove that a line is already �xed by two of
its points.

Theorem 14. A ‰ B ^A,B I a, bÑ a “ b

Proof. Let LineDpa, rq and LineDpb, sq. By Th. 13.4 then we have both LrpA,Bq _
Lr̄pA,Bq and LspA,Bq _ Ls̄pA,Bq. From this it follows by Ax. 10.2 and Th. 4 that
r “ s _ r “ s̄. In the �rst case it follows by Def. 11.1 from a ˝ b that a Ď b and b Ď a;
hence a “ b. The same reasoning can be used in the second case, too, since by Def. 10.3
and Th. 4 a whole of points closed under a direction is also closed under its opposite.
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Two points of a line are connected by one of the two opposite directions of the line;
cf. Th. 13.4. This was proven by means of Ax. 12, which says that the points on a
line are ordered like the directions of a semicircle of a ccod. Since a similar ordering
pattern which could be used as a model for the plane is missing, we have to postulate
the interconnectedness of the points of a plane by an additional axiom.

Axiom 14. PlaneCdpα,Kq ^A ‰ B ^A,B I αÑ Dr Ď K.LrpA,Bq

The �nal goal of this section is to prove the planar counterpart of the spherical Ax. 8;
namely, that a line incident with a plane dissects this plane into two parts such that points
lie in di�erent halves of the plane i� the line connecting them intersects the borderline
separating the two halves. This is the content of Th. 16 the proof of which makes use of
Th. 15.

Theorem 15. LineDpa, rq ^ PlaneCdpβ,Kq ^ a I β Ñ r Ď K

Proof. Let LineDpa, rq and PlaneCdpβ,Kq. Since a is a whole of points, there must be a
point A I a (a). By Th. 13.1 there is a B with LrpA,Bq, hence B I a (b) since ClDirpa, rq
a I β implies B I β. A ‰ B (c) because of Th. 13.3. From (a), (b), (c) it follows that
r Ď K by Ax. 14.

The following Th. 16 is postulated by Pogorelov (1966, p. 23) as an axiom of his system
of Euclidean geometry. From it he (1966, p. 25, Th. 9) derives the Pasch Axiom. Here
both principles are derived from Ax. 12; the Pasch Axiom is proved in sec. 4.2 below as
Th. 18.4.

D

A B

s

r

−−→
DA

−−→
DB

b
r

ax y

K = L

C

u v

Figure 5: A line incident with a plane dissects that plane into disjoint halves such that
two points lie in di�erent halves i� the line connecting them intersects the line
separating the halves.

Theorem 16. a I β Ñ Dx, y.
“

x, y | a^ x | y ^ β “ x\ a\ y ^

@A,B Ď βza.rA – B pmod x, yq Ø  DC I a.rL
ÝÝÑ
ABpA,Cq ^ L

ÝÝÑ
ABpC,Bqss

‰

Proof. Let a I β, LineDpa, sq, PlaneCdpβ,Kq, and D be some point on a; cf. Fig. 5.
By Th. 15 s Ď K. From this we conclude by Th. 8 that there are wholes of directions
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u and v such that K “ u \ s \ v \ s̄ where u | v and u, v | s, s̄. Furthermore, for
non-opposite directions t, t1 Ď Kzps\ s̄q: t – t1 pmod u, vq if neither t ˚ s ˚ t1 nor t ˚ s̄ ˚ t1.
We set x :“

Ů

E.Dr Ď u.LrpD,Eq and y :“
Ů

E.Dr Ď v.LrpD,Eq. Since u and v are
disjoint, so are, because of Ax. 10.2, x and y, i.e., x | y. Neither u nor v contains
one of the directions s and s̄, hence x, y | a. We �rst show (via a contraposition) the
right-to-left direction of the biconditional in the consequent of the theorem. Assume
thus that A,B {I a and A fl B pmod x, yq. Then either A Ď x ^ B Ď y or, conversely,
A Ď y ^ B Ď x. The second case being analogous to the �rst one, we consider only the
latter. A fl B pmod x, yq implies A ‰ B; thus r :“

ÝÝÑ
AB and b :“ Ar are both well-

de�ned. We have to show that there is a C I a with LrpA,Cq ^ LrpC,Bq. Assume that
D I b. Then, since D I a, D di�ers from both A and C and we have LrpA,Dq_LrpD,Aq
and LrpB,Dq _ LrpD,Bq by Th. 13.4. This yields four cases to consider. The cases
LrpA,Dq ^ LrpB,Dq and LrpD,Aq ^ LrpD,Bq are excluded because in them we would
have A – B pmod x, yq. The case LrpD,Aq ^ LrpB,Dq is excluded since this, by Th.
13.5, would imply LrpB,Aq in contradiction to LrpA,Bq. Thus the only remaining case
is LrpA,Dq ^ LrpD,Bq which proves the theorem for the case D I b. Hence assume that
D {I b. Applying Ax. 12 to b and D we infer that there is a semicircle z of a ccod L such
that each point C I b determines a direction

ÝÝÑ
DC Ď z (a), that each direction t Ď z is

the direction
ÝÝÑ
DC leading from D to some point C Ď b (b), and that for points E,F I b

it holds true that LrpE,F q i�
ÝÝÑ
DE ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DF (c), thus in particular

ÝÝÑ
DA ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DB (d).

The three points A, B, and D belong to β; therefore, by Ax. 14, the two directions
ÝÝÑ
DA

and
ÝÝÑ
DB, which are apart from each other, belong to K. However, since they�by (a)

above�also belong to z Ď L, we conclude that K “ L, thus s, u, v, z Ď K “ L. From
A Ď x and B Ď y, it follows by the construction of x and y that either

ÝÝÑ
DA ˚ s ˚

ÝÝÑ
DB or

ÝÝÑ
DA ˚ s̄ ˚

ÝÝÑ
DB. Again it su�ces to consider only one of these cases; thus we assume the

�rst alternative from which together with (d) we infer
ÝÝÑ
DA ăzr s ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DB by Th. 11.8.

By (b) there is a C I b such that s “
ÝÝÑ
DC hence

ÝÝÑ
DA ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DC ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DB from which it

follows by (c) that LrpA,Cq ^ LrpC,Bq and C I a because of
ÝÝÑ
DC “ s. � Let us now

conversely assume that A – B pmod x, yq but that there is, for A,B {I a, a C with both
C I a and LrpA,Cq ^ LrpC,Bq for r :“

ÝÝÑ
AB. Again we �rst consider the case D I b. In

this case C ‰ D since else A fl B pmod x, yq. But then a and b share two points, C
and D, and would thus be identical (Th. 14) which however contradicts the assumption
that A,B {I a. Thus assume that D {I b and LrpA,Cq ^ LrpC,Bq for some point C I a.
Applying once more Axiom 12, clause (c) of that axiom yields that both

ÝÝÑ
DA ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DC

and
ÝÝÑ
DC ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DB, hence

ÝÝÑ
DA ăzr s ăzr

ÝÝÑ
DB. But this means that the directions

ÝÝÑ
DA and

ÝÝÑ
DB belong to di�erent semicircles u and v of K and that therefore the points A and B
belong to di�erent half-planes x and y of β; i.e., A fl B pmod x, yq.

4 Deriving Hilbert's Axioms

Selz (1930a, p. 358�) concludes his article by a series of ten theorems two of which�his
�Satz 5� (p. 359) and the last one, the Axiom of Parallels (�Satz 10�, p. 361)�correspond
to principles stated by Hilbert (1899).16 Selz's proof of his Theorem 10 is defective and his
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treatment is generally in need of amendment. Instead of discussing the shortcomings of
his exposition, it is shown in the present section how Hilbert's (1899) axioms of incidence
and order and the axiom of parallels can be derived from the axioms for natural space
as they have been stated in the previous section.

4.1 Incidence

Hilbert (1899) ordered his axioms into �ve thematic groups the �rst of which comprises
his �axioms of incidence� (�Axiome der Verknüpfung�). They are provided in Th. 17
below in Hilbert's own numbering.17

De�nition 13. CollpA,B,Cq :ô Da.A,B,C I a

Theorem 17. Hilbert's axioms of incidence (Hilbert, 1899, p. 3f)

I.1 A ‰ B Ñ Da.A,B I a
I.2 A ‰ B ^A,B I a, bÑ a “ b
I.3 rDě2A.A I as ^ DABC. CollpA,B,Cq
I.4 r CollpA,B,Cq Ñ Dα.A,B,C I αs ^ DA.A I β
I.5  CollpA,B,Cq Ñ Dď1α.A,B,C I α
I.6 A ‰ B ^A,B I a, β Ñ a I β
I.7 A I α, β Ñ DB.rB ‰ A^B I α, βs
I.8 DABC D.rA ‰ B^A ‰ C^A ‰ D^B ‰ C^B ‰ D^C ‰ D^ Dβ.A,B,C,D I βs

Proof. I.1 By Ax. 10.2 there is a unique r such LrpA,Bq. Thus A,B I Ar. � I.2 This
has already be proven as Th. 14 � I.3 By Ax. 2 the line a must contain an atom which
has to be a point because lines are wholes of points. According to Th. 13.1 there is a
C such that LrpB,Cq and, according to Th. 13.3, B ‰ C. Hence Dě2A.A I a. � Let
A be some arbitrary point and r Ď K. As before we conclude, by Th. 13.1 and Th.
13.3, that there is a B ‰ A such that B I rA. By Ax. 6.3 there is an s Ď K such that
s ı r. Thus, once more by Ths. 13.1, 13.3, LspA,Cq for some C ‰ A for which it thus,
by Ax. 10.2, holds true that C {I a and hence C ‰ B. The same axiom excludes that
there could be a line other than a which is incident with the three points A, B, and C;
thus  CollpA,B,Cq. � I.4 The second conjunct of the axiom is immediate from Ax. 2
and the fact that a plane is a whole of points. � Since  CollpA,B,Cq the points A, B,
and C di�er from each other. Let r :“

ÝÝÑ
AB and s :“

ÝÑ
AC; then r ı s since else the three

points would be collinear. From Ax. 4 the two directions r and s determine a unique
ccod K. Obviously A,B,C I lAK. � I.5 Assume A,B,C I α, β. There must be ccods
K and L such that PlaneCdpα,Kq and PlaneCdpβ, Lq. Furthermore, Ax. 14 requires
that there are directions u, v Ď K and u1, v1 Ď L with, on the one hand, LupA,Bq,
LvpA,Cq and Lu1

pA,Bq, Lv1

pA,Cq on the other. From Ax. 10.2 we have u “ u1 and
v “ v1. Furthermore, as in the case of I.4, one infers u ı v from  CollpA,B,Cq. But
then K “ L by Ax. 5 and thus α “ β since α˝β. � I.6 Let PlaneDpβ,Kq and r :“

ÝÝÑ
AB.

Then a “ Ar by Th. 12.1 and r Ď K by Ax. 14. Since A I β and β is closed under K
and thus especially under r, we have a I β. � I.7 Let PlaneCdpα,Kq and Planepβ,Lq. If
K “ L, then A I α, β implies α “ β and the planes share all their points. Thus assume
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that K ‰ L. Then, by Th. 7 K and L have two directions in common which are opposite
to each other. But then α and β share all the points which are incident with the line
through A determined by these opposite directions. � I.8 Let A be some point and K
a ccod. As in I.4 one shows that there points B,C I lAK which are both distinct from
each other and from A. By Ax. 6.3 there is a direction r Ę K, hence by Th. 13.1 also a
point D with LrpA,Dq. Since D {I lAK, this point di�ers from A, B, and C.

4.2 Order

Hilbert (1899, p. 4f) describes the order of points on a straight line by means of a
ternary relation of betweeness: point B lies between points A and C. This relation is
easily de�nable in Selz's framework.

De�nition 14. A ‹B ‹ C :ô Dr.rLrpA,Bq ^ LrpB,Cqs

Hilbert (1899, p. 4f) states four axioms for this relation: the three �rst of them concern
the order of points on a line, the last one�the Pasch Axiom, cf. Th. 18-II.4 below� is
�a planar axiom of order� (�ein ebenes Anordnungsaxiom�; ibid. p. 5). The following
theorem provides the axioms of order, again in Hilbert's own numbering.

Theorem 18. Hilbert's axioms of order (Hilbert, 1899, p. 4f)

II.1 A ‹B ‹ C Ñ CollpA,B,Cq ^A ‰ B ^A ‰ C ^B ‰ C ^ C ‹B ‹A

II.2 A ‰ B Ñ DC.A ‹ C ‹B

II.3 A ˚B ˚ C Ñ  B ‹A ‹ C ^ A ‹ C ‹B

II.4 a,A,B,C I β^ CollpA,B,Cq^A,B,C {I a^DD I a.A‹D‹B Ñ DE I a.rA‹E‹C Ü
B ‹ E ‹ Cs

Proof. II.1 Let A ‹ B ‹ C and r :“
ÝÑ
AC. Then A,B,C I Ar, hence CollpA,B,Cq.

Furthermore A, B, and C di�er from each other because of Th. 13.3. � II.2 This is
immediate from Th. 13.6. � II.3 This follows readily from Ax. 10.2 � II.4 By Th. 16
β is dissected by a into two parts x and y such that two points E,F I β which are not
incident with a belong to di�erent of these halves i� there is a G I a with E ‹ G ‹ F .
Thus A and B belong to di�erent halves since they are separated from each other by
D. The point C either belongs to the same half as B�i.e., C – B pmod x, yq�in
which case there is an E I a with A ‹ E ‹ C; or it belongs to the same half as A�i.e.,
C – A pmod x, yq�and C ‹ E ‹ B for some E I a. Since  CollpA,B,Cq not both can
be the case; hence exactly one of the two cases obtains, i.e., A ‹E ‹C Ü C ‹E ‹B.

4.3 Parallelism

Hilbert's (1899, p. 28f) �Axiomgruppe IV� comprises only one single principle called
�Euclidean Axiom� (�Euklidisches Axiom�) by him though it does not match Euclid's
own formulation but rather corresponds to Playfair's version of the principle. In the
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present framework the principle can be formulated as in Th. 20 below. It states that,
given a line a of a plane β and a point of β which is not incident with a, then there is
at most one line in the plane which passes through A but does not intersect a; Hilbert
(1899, p. 28). That there is at least one such line can be proved in Hilbert's (1899, pp.
24f, 28) system by means of his �Satz 22�. The prove, however, depends on some of the
axioms of congruence (Hilbert's Group III) and is thus not available in Selz's framework.
There, however, the existence of at least one parallel is easily shown by other means.

Theorem 19. A, a I β ^A {I aÑ Dě1b I β.rA I b^ a | bs

Proof. Let Planepβ,Kq, LineDpa, rq, and b :“ Ar. Since A {I a, a ‰ b; thus a | b
since else the two lines, being both closed under r, would coincide which is excluded by
A {I a. We have r Ď K by Th. 15. But then b I β, too, because Th. 13.4 implies that
LrpA,Bq _ Lr̄pA,Bq and thus B I β for each B I b di�erent from A, which is incident
with β by assumption.

Hilbert's Euclidean axiom, his axiom V, is proved with the help of Ax. 12.18

Theorem 20. The Euclidean Axiom (Hilbert, 1899, p. 28)

IV A, a I β ^A {I aÑ Dď1b I β.rA I b^ a | bs

Proof. Assume again LineDpa, rq. From the proof of Th. 19 we already know that b :“ Ar
is incident with β and disjoint from a. Let c be a another line of β with A I c. There
is an s ‰ t with LineDpc, sq since otherwise b and c sharing both a point and direction
would coincide. We show that c ˝ a. By Ax. 12 there is a ccod K with SCpx,K, rq such
that the directions from A to the points of a are exactly the directions of the semicircle
x. By Axs. 14 and 5 it follows from A, a I β that β “ lAK. From this it follows by Th.
15 that s Ď K; hence either s itself or s̄ must belong to x. By Ax. 12.2 then there is a
B I a such that either LspA,Bq or Ls̄pA,Bq. In both cases B I c, hence c ˝ a.

Selz (1930a, p. 358) de�nes parallelism by identity of direction.

De�nition 15. a ‖ b :ô Dr.rLineDpa, rq ^ LineDpb, rqs

A line has two directions, which are opposite to each other; and if two lines share a
direction, they also share its opposite. Hence one could replace the de�niens of Def. 15
by @r.rLineDpa, rq Ø LineDpb, rqs, from which it becomes obvious then that parallelism
in the sense of Selz is an equivalence relation. Parallels thus de�ned do not intersect and
for each line and point outside that line there is a unique Selzian parallel to it.

Theorem 21. Parallels in the sense of Selz

1. a ‰ b^ a ‖ bÑ a | b
2. a,A I β ^A {I aÑ D“1b I β.rA I b^ a ‖ bs
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Proof. 1. Let r be the common direction of a and b. If these line would intersect,
they would coincide (by Def. 11.1) in contradiction to the hypothesis a ‰ b. � 2. Let
PlaneCdpβ,Kq and LineDpa, rq. By Th. 15 r Ď K According to Th. 12.1 b :“ Ar is the
only line through A with direction r and according to Th. 13.4 each point of b and hence
b itself is incident with β.

Th. 21.2 does not yet exclude that there is a line of β passing through A which has
another direction than that of a. Th. 20, however, states that there cannot be any such
line.

5 Conclusion

A formal reconstruction of Selz's theory of natural space has been provided in sec. 3
above. It has been shown in sec. 4 that within this formal system Hilbert's axioms of
incidence and order as well as the Euclidean Axiom of Parallels are derivable. Hence
the structure of Selz's natural space is that of ordered a�ne geometry. Parallelism of
lines, as understood by Selz, is coincidence of their directions. Given this conception
of parallelism, the fact that there is exactly one parallel to a line a passing through a
point A which is not on a is ultimately a simple consequence of the principle that from
a given point there are points in all directions (Th. 13.1). As explained in sec. 2.1,
this principle is needed for justifying the use of the originally egocentric local tones as
allocentric directions. However, the principle that for a given line a and a point A not
incident with it only that line through A which has the same direction as a does not
intersect with a, in the formal theory presented here, due to Ax. 12. By the speci�c way
by which that axiom �xes the order of points on a given line it simultaneously speci�es
which other lines can intersect with the given one.
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Notes

1The general program to which these articles are contributions is explained in Selz (1941a, 1949). A
brief �rst orientation is provided in sec. 2.2 below.

2In the winter term 1901 Selz, who else studied in Munich, attended Stumpf's lectures at the university
in Berlin.

3Natural space is�as Selz (1930a, p. 362), (1930b, p. 41), (1941a, p. 182) declares�Euclidean.
That this is not the case for visual space had been suggested at the time of Selz's writing, e.g., by the
psychologist Johannes von Allesch (1931). The problem of the geometry of visual space is extensively
discussed, both from the viewpoint of philosophy and from that of psychology, by Suppes (2002, ch. 6).

4This is a technical term of Hering's theory of visual perception. Thus, for instance, the sun as a
�Sehding� is a ��at, circular disk consisting of yellow-red�, a sensation (�Emp�ndung�) �which he have
there where the sun just appears to us�; cf. Hering (1879, p. 345).

5Cf. Bischof (1966, pp. 311�315, 327f) for an account of the research on localization which has been
relevant for Selz.
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6The German original has �links von A, vor A [. . . ]� which obviously is an oversight since A cannot
be to the left or in front of itself.

7Thus an explanation for the ego's ability to determine allocentric location from egocentric data could
be that it can imagine to move from its actual position to the allocentric point of reference. Such uses
of imagination play a central role in Friedman's (2000) interpretation of Kant's philosophy of space and
geometry. Given Selz's critical� though respectful�attitude towards Kant's philosophy of space (cp.
subsection 2.2), it does not seem probable, however, that he considered his relation of relative position
dependent upon such uses of the �Einbildungskraft�. Nevertheless we shall several times make use of such
�imaginary travels� in order to illustrate certain concepts and principles of our formal reconstruction of
Selz's theory.

8Directions are vector like entities and Fig. 2 reminds of elementary vector algebra and its paral-
lelogram law. Given the close connection between vector spaces and a�ne geometry, one already here
would expect that the geometry of natural space will be a�ne. However, Stumpf (1906, p. 28), when
discussing his notion of an �immanent structural law� (cf. p. 2.2 below), mentions the work of Hermann
Grassmann�both his pioneering work on vector algebra and its application to color metrics� in order
to support his claim that such laws are amenable to a mathematical treatment. Though there is no hint
in Selz's writing that he was aware of the vector like character of his directions, it is likely that he was
accustomed with Stumpf's treatise since he probably took over the concept of a structural law from it.

9Selz's citation of Kant is not quite precise. In the �rst edition of the Critique of Pure Reason Kant
(1902, IV, p. 84) speaks of the �Gewühl von Erscheinungen�. In Kantian terminology an appearance
(�Erscheinung�) is the object of an �empirical intuition� (�empirische Anschauung�), i.e., an intuition
which is related to its object by �sensation� (�Emp�ndung�); cp. Kant (1902, III, p. 50). The same
replacement of Erscheiung by Emp�ndung can be found in the writings of some philosophers from the
so-called �Southwest School of Neo-Kantianism� such as Lask (1912, p. 58) and Bauch (1923, p. 259).

10�Mais si l'on continuait à admettre la rigueur objective des lois mathématiques, la psychologie d'alors
imposait avec l'apparence d'une nécessité logique absolue la solution Kantienne;� Selz (1929, p. 340).

11Despite of its non-Kantian orientation, Selz theory of space like that of Kant assigns a distinguished
status to �the line� and �the circle�, i.e., to linear and cyclic order; cf. Friedman (2000, p. 189�) for
Kant's views on this issue.

12Ax. 4 corresponds to Halsted's I.1'. His I.2' is covered by Ax. 6.1 whereas his I.3' corresponds to
two of our axioms, namely Ax. 5 and Ax. 6.2. Finally, the job of his I.4' is taken over by our Ax. 6.3 in
conjunction with Ax. 6.2. � The prime (') in Halsted's labels for his axioms is due to the fact that they
mirror corresponding axioms in his formulation of standard Euclidean geometry.

13Halsted's (1907, p. 201f) �assumptions of betweeness on the sphere� are (counterparts of) Axs. 7.7
(his II 1'.), 7.8 (II 2'.), 7.2 and 7.3 (II 3'.), 7.9 (II 4'.), 7.4 (II 5'.), 7.5 (II 6.), and 7.10 (II 7'). Axs. 7.1
and 7.6 are missing in Halsted's system though they are clearly valid given his conception of betweeness
as it is explained in the main text. � A well-known alternative to a ternary relation of betweeness is
the quaternary relation of separation (�points A and B separate point C from D�) as used in projective
geometry, cf. Pieri (1895). Actually this kind of relation has been applied in the informal description of
the sphere of local tones on p. 2 above. The interrelationships between linear order, linear betweeness,
cyclic betweeness and separation are studied by Huntington (1935).

14A line which enters a triangle through one of its edges but does not pass through any of the three
vertices leaves that triangle through one of the other edges; cf. Th. 18.II.4.

15The same interchange for planar Euclidean geometry has been made by Pogorelov (1966, p. 23�25).
16Hilbert's book has gone through thirteen editions with corresponding revisions of the text. Though

it is here identi�ed by the year 1899 of the �rst edition, page references are to the centenary edition
from 1999, which is a reprint of the 13th edition from 1987 supplemented by some documentary and
historiographic materials. The main text of that edition agrees with that of the 7th edition from 1930,
the last one published during Hilbert's lifetime.

17Note with respect to clauses 3, 4, and 5 of Th. 17 that  CollpA,B,Cq implies that the points A, B,
and C are distinct from each other since CollpA,B,Cq is always true if at least two of A, B, and C are
identical.

18I owe the observation that the Euclidean axiom follows form Ax. 12 to an anonymous reviewer of a
�rst version of the present article.
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